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ABSTRACT

This paper presents empirical evidence that trading in options contributes to both the transactional and informational efficiency of the stock market by reducing the effect of constraints on short sales.

We first show that optionable stocks exhibit a significantly higher level of short interest than stocks without options. This is interpreted as evidence that options trading creates a channel by which investors who face constraints on selling a stock short can effectively do so through the options market. We also find significant price effects on options that are related to the level of short interest in the underlying stock. Both of these results point to an increase in transactional efficiency in the market associated with options trading.

We then present evidence that options also increase information efficiency in the market. Earlier work, that is replicated and extended here, has suggested that constraints on short sales have an informational effect on stock prices because negative information tends to be underweighted in the market price. We find that the existence of options appears to reduce that effect.